Across
1. Stream of consciousness novel from prominent member of the London Bloomsbury Circle
5. The event that caused Boccacio’s brigita to flee Florence and tell the stories that make up the *Decameron*
8. There are more surviving chants from her than any other composer from the entire Middle Ages

Down
2. The Origins of _____: Seminal work of a philosopher who escaped an internment camp in 1940
3. Iliad Hero
4. Rightmost name on Butler Library
6. Title shared by two Lit Hum works
7. Leftmost name on Butler Library
9. Heard in the forest by Macbeth: “_____,____ toil and trouble”
Across

10. Bruegel painting that inspired poems by W.H. Auden and William Carlos Williams
14. Monet series of over 250 oil paintings
15. Don Quixote’s sidekick
16. 2004 album from pop singer Usher, or a St. Augustine work that is one of six texts on the original Lit Hum syllabus
17. Heard at the Cotton Club: “_____(if it ain’t got that swing)”

Down

11. A 113th Street restaurant in Morningside Heights that shares a name with this Plato text
12. His Second Treatise laid the groundwork for the U.S. constitution
13. First female author added to Lit Hum syllabus